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Global Outlook

OVERVIEW

Prescription for a World in Crisis
Overview of Global Outlook Issue #13
One of the main reasons the world is in so much trouble is that it has been manipulated into
a condition of escalating chaos by an elite group of conspirators behind the scenes – ones
whom we identify as the Invisible Government, or Global Elites, or the ‘Diaboligarchy.’ *
BY Terry Burrows, Contributing Editor

T

heir objective is to impose a totalitarian New
World Order – in which they will be in complete
control, with the rest of humanity as their serfs.
Who are they? The members of the Invisible Government.

Three Strategies for Achieving their New World Order
Their main means of achieving this are:
A) Military: the instigation of wars, mainly through
their mounting of false flag operations, of
which 9/11 is the most recent major
example.
B) Monetary: the manipulation of
national banking and monetary
systems by a private monopoly
of banks that control all
Western central banks, such
as the US Federal Reserve,
the Bank of Canada, the Bank
of England, etc. but, above
all, the Bank for International
Settlements (the BIS), which
controls, behind closed doors, the
economic fate of all nations.
C) Medical: attacks upon populations through
covert biological warfare, the most recent arguably
being a contrived Swine Flu pandemic.
This issue of Global Outlook reviews these three central
pillars of the Global Elites’ drive to a totalitarian world
government. We propose four main solutions to correct this
destructive direction our future is taking.

Four Steps to Reclaiming Our Rightful Future

1)	Re-Open 9/11 and thus expose the entire criminal
history of the instigation of unnecessary wars
through false flag operations.
2) Implement Direct Democracy at all levels by
adopting the Swiss method of direct voting on all
major issues which will then restore to the people,
its rightful owners, the power to choose the direction
of the future.
3) Enact Monetary Reform Legislation beginning
with abolishing the US Federal Reserve and
returning to the people the power to issue
and control money and credit.
4) Demand Corporate Responsibility
by reining in the excessive power of
transnational corporations, some of
whose economies are larger than
those of many nations.
***
This information is essential
civic education for every citizen to
understand the major reasons why
the world is currently in so much
trouble and what most needs, and can,
be done to build a safer and saner future.
It’s important that this Special
Issue of Global Outlook be distributed far
and wide. Remember, what is on the Internet
today may be gone tomorrow. We invite you to join
us. Let’s Go Viral! Get extra copies of this magazine. Resell
them. Give them away.
Now is the time! This is the place. And this is the issue!
***
Terry Burrows is a Contributing Editor to Global Outlook
and was the Project Coordinator of the International
Citizens’ Inquiry into 9/11 in Toronto in May 2004. All rights
reserved. Copyright belongs to the author.
■

* In this issue we use the following terms interchangeably: Invisible Government, Globalists, Global Elites, Power

Elite, Secret State and the ‘Diaboligarchy.’ They all refer to a network of conspirators attempting to manipulate the
politics and economics of the planet in such a way as to form a totalitarian world government.
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Editorial

Seven Keys to Understanding and
Resolving the Global Crisis
As we approach 2010, we face a storm of simultaneous crises. These include: Political
Chaos emerging from the struggle for power between nations, transnational corporations,
and ultra-wealthy individuals; and an Economic Crisis of capitalism threatening a Global
Depression. Will we survive this storm? That depends on how we react. Here are seven key
parts to understanding how we can resolve some of our escalating problems.
BY IAN WOODS, Publisher and Editor

I

n this special issue of Global Outlook, we examine
why we are facing so much political and economic
turmoil in the world today and what we can do about it.
Your editors believe that humanity has been hijacked! We
believe that a small cabal of ultra-wealthy and super-powerful
persons, pursuing their own selfish interests and objectives,
not ours, is deciding our future – from behind closed doors.
These powerful elites act as an Invisible Government
– pulling the strings of elected politicians around the world
to implement their secret agenda. Their plans and procedures
are diabolical. Their goal is to snuff out democracy and
national sovereignty, replacing them with a totalitarian world
government.
Their method is to create a series of disasters, to engender
fear in the population, and to propose a solution – a New World
Order. In this scenario, the Invisible Government, the Globalists, the Global Elites, the Power Elite, the Secret State, or the
‘Diaboligarchy’ (as we call them) will rule the world as fascist
dictators. We will be their servants and foot soldiers.
Their covert agenda must not only be exposed, but it
must be stopped. This cabal of elites must be disbanded,
outlawed and/or imprisoned.
The following are seven key parts to understanding our
predicament, plus a series of actions we can take to reclaim
our rightful future.

Part One – Identifying the Invisible Government
and Exposing Their New World Order
The government we read about and see in the news is
not the real government. The actual power-behind-the-throne
is a well-established network of Globalists that hold secret
meetings inside private organizations such as the Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission, and the
Bilderberg Group. These people seek more and more power,
wealth, and privilege for themselves by any and all means.
Their ultimate goal is a totalitarian one-world government
– that they run; a world currency – that they control; and a
corporately-globalized world – that they (since at least the

Global Outlook™

time of Hitler) have called a New World Order.
Prominent public Globalists include: David Rockefeller,
George Bush (Sr.), Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski,
and certain members of the Rothschild family who seem to
think, along with political scientist Samuel Huntington, that
there is “an excess of democracy” in the world which needs
to be suppressed. These elites, and others like them, are the
ones leading humanity – over a cliff.
We at Global Outlook believe that the Globalists’ New
World Order, already partially implemented, would be a
disaster for all but a privileged few. It would be the advent
of a neo-feudal world empire under totalitarian control by
unelected fascists – a scenario described in George Orwell’s
Nineteen Eighty-Four and in the Hollywood films, Rollerball
and V for Vendetta. Discerning who these rogues are and
warning the world where they are taking us is the key to
halting their malevolently-conceived plans for our future.

Part Two – Recognizing Historic Patterns of
Deception (Used to Start Their Wars)
Understanding how we have become dominated by
these Global Elites requires us to study the twisted world of
psychopaths who crave money, power, and control over us.
Psychopaths have been able to take advantage of us over the
centuries by controlling the activities of governments.
We shall explore their dirty tricks (known as false flag
operations) used to justify military intervention against their
enemies – deceptions they have used to trigger, escalate or
support their illegitimate wars and coups. The notion that war
is inevitable and only fought for noble purposes of self-defense or the promotion of righteous causes, evaporates with
even a cursory review of the history of how and why many of
these wars were started, were enlarged, or were justified. The
Global Elites have used wars – which they themselves have
instigated – as blunt instruments to sweep away old orders,
create new ones more to their liking and rob others of their
natural and/or human resources.
Few of us know about false flag operations and the huge
effect they have had in shaping our civilization because

info@GlobalOutlook.ca
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the governments that sponsor them deliberately keep us in
the dark. We need to understand and expose these covert
operations to prevent our civilization from being further
cannibalized.
‘False flag ops’ and other state-sponsored war-promoting
forms of terrorism, have been used to trigger or escalate at
least ten major wars since 1776. They include:
1. The American Revolution in 1776
2. The Mexican-American War in 1846
3. The American Civil War in 1861
4. The Spanish-American War in 1898
5. World War I in 1914
6. World War II in Europe in 1939
7. World War II in the Pacific in 1941
8. The Korean War in 1950
9. The Vietnam War in 1964
10. The First Gulf War in 1990
We will be taking a close look at the covert operations
which sparked these wars, plus examine 45 other false flag
operations that have punctuated history. It is urgent that as
many people as possible learn about the nature and number
of these history-changing deceptions, and their true sponsors,
in order to prevent new ones.

Part Three – Was 9/11 a False Flag Operation?
Part Three is for those still questioning what really
happened on 9/11, who have an open mind, and don’t trust
the Mainstream Media (MSM). Readers examining the
contradictory evidence surrounding the official story of 9/11
will see why so many are demanding a new truly independent
investigation.

Part Four – Why So Many Can’t See Through 		
the Official Lies
This section describes the religious and psychological
barriers that prevent so many from seeing through the official lies. It will help ‘fence-sitters’ realize what’s behind
their resistance to changing their own perceptions, especially
about the official story of 9/11. Read how the MSM and most
governments are controlled by the Military-Industrial-Complex (MIC) which has a vested interest in keeping wars and
insurgencies ongoing around the globe.

Part Five – Exposing the Next 9/11
We believe the ‘Diaboligarchy’ is planning another 9/11style false flag operation, to seize even more control. What
form will it take? How should we be prepared? If we are unable
to prevent it, or to expose the fraud for what it really is, the
next false flag operation will sound the death knell for what
is left of the remnants of democracy. Martial law is a distinct
possibility. Understanding how to react to another 9/11 will
prevent us from accepting their (the ‘Diaboligarchy’s’) version
of events which would play into their nefarious agenda.



Part Six – The Invisible Government’s Other Strategies

In Part Six we explore the very real possibility that
the current global financial-economic crisis is a false flag
operation engineered by the Power Elite to seize further
control of national monetary systems. This meltdown,
accelerated by hyper-inflationary bank and corporation
bail-out money, will eventually make national currencies in
North America and elsewhere close to worthless. This means
an economic 9/11, with many more repercussions than the
World Trade Center demolition, may well be in progress.
It’s important to understand how the Power Elite will
use this crisis to make the ultimate power grab by promoting
a world currency which they will control. We have collected
over a dozen pieces of evidence which demonstrate this.

Part Seven – A Guide to Surviving the Global Crisis

Once we understand the true nature of the political and
economic problems we are facing, then it’s possible to see
how we can avert some of these crises. Solutions include:
 implementing monetary reform to rescue each
nation from economic disaster; including
 declaring a jubilee which would wipe out the toxic
debt held by homeowners; and
 adopting a parallel commodity money system to
shield savers from hyperinflation;
 demanding the use of direct democracy so we can
individually vote on all issues which affect us; and
 legislating a corporate social responsibility contract
to rein in the overwhelming power of psychopathic
transnational corporations. (This would include very
much needed reform of the mainstream media.)
With these changes, we can avert larger catastrophes
that loom ahead.

Conclusion

As our back cover illustrates, your editors see a new
awareness of our planet’s true predicament growing worldwide. In this special edition, we have assembled a basic compendium of the essential information everyone needs in order
to understand why the world is in crisis and what needs to be
done to fix it – before we pass the point of no return.
As a movement of millions of concerned citizens, we can
expose and dislodge the far fewer so-called ‘privileged insiders’
we call the Invisible Government and their New World Order
– beginning with re-opening a full investigation into 9/11, their
Achilles heel. In our view, these steps are the best ones we can
take to achieve global peace – right now – and ultimately attain
a more harmonious and positive future for us all.
***
Ian Woods is the Publisher and Editor of Global Outlook.
He is President of Skeptics’ Inquiry For Truth (SIFT–
www.911Inquiry.org) which held Phase Two of the International
Citizens’ Inquiry into 9/11 in Toronto in May 2004. All rights
reserved. Copyright belongs to the author. 
■
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“The real menace of the republic is this Invisible Government which, like a giant octopus,
sprawls its slimy length over city, state and nation.”
~ John F. Hylan
Mayor of New York City (1918-1925)

“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid
of something. They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful,
so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak
above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it.”
~ Woodrow Wilson
28th President of the United States

“The real rulers in Washington are invisible, and exercise power from behind the scenes.”
~ Felix Frankfurter
Supreme Court Justice (1952)
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What is the Invisible Government?
By Barrie Zwicker, Contributing Editor

to justify describing them as, for all intents and purposes,
lso called in this issue Globalists, the Global ‘invisible.’
Typical members of the Invisible Government are wealthy
Elites, the Power Elite, the Secret State or the
male
psychopaths with little or no respect for ordinary people
‘Diaboligarchy’ (a term I coined in an angry
or
democracy,
justice, peace, freedom or civil liberties, even
moment), they comprise an Invisible Government – the
though
the
organizations
they so largely control – including
most powerful network of organizations and individuals in
legislatures
and
the
media
– would have us believe otherwise.
the world. ‘Invisibility’ means they plot and direct events as
Evidence
of
the
Invisible
Government goes back
much as possible from the shadows.
decades.
In
1906,
when
banks
were
already very powerful
The aims and objectives of the Invisible Government
and
Railway
Barons
were
in
the
ascendency,
US President
include keeping and increasing their undue wealth, and grabTheodore
(Teddy)
Roosevelt
explained:
bing benefits and privileges for themselves and their class.
“Behind the ostensible government sits enthroned
Members seek ever more power in pursuit of these aims
an
Invisible Government owing no allegiance and
– and for its own sake. This requires, finally, seeking ever
acknowledging
no responsibility to the people. To
more control over the destiny of humankind.
destroy this Invisible Government, to befoul this unholy
Their ultimate goal is to perpetuate themselves, their
alliance between corrupt business and corrupt politics,
class, their structures. This should not be surprising. It also
is the first task of the statesmanship of today.”1
is the ultimate goal inherent in all organisms – animal and
Before his death in 1919 Teddy Roosevelt again warned
social. But no other organism is so deadly or so deceitful.
about the Invisible Government:
In 1966 Carroll Quigley, the American
“These
international
bankers
and
historian and privileged insider, wrote in his
Rockefeller-Standard Oil interests control the
monumental 1,348-page book Tragedy &
majority of newspapers and the columns of
Hope: A History of the World in Our Time:
these papers to club into submission, or drive
“The powers of financial capitalism had
out of public office, officials who refuse to do
another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to
the bidding of the powerful corrupt cliques
create a world system of financial control in
which compose the Invisible Government.”2
private hands able to dominate the political
From the time of Sumer, human societies
system of each country and the economy of
have
almost always evolved in the direction of
the world as a whole. This system was to be
being
ruled by oligarchies – first of religious
The
Invisible
Government
controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the cencliques,
then of monarchs, latterly of corporate
tral banks of the world acting in concert, by
oligopolies. When not under the usual thumb of oligarchs,
secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings
society has been ruled either by outright dictators or by some
and conferences. The apex of the systems was to be the
form of democracy. The default seems to be oligarchy, where
Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland,
those driven by a desire for power, rather than service, claw
a private bank owned and controlled by the world’s centheir way to the top. Such networks of the most powerful
tral banks which were themselves private corporations.”
Secret agreements reached in secret meetings of the most either control or bump off dictators. If democracy has evolved,
powerful, using the architecture of banking as a fundamental the networks corrupt it through various pressures including
control mechanism, is not paranoid fantasy. It is fact. The bribes, direct meddling in the political process and, when
secrecy is integral and essential. To proceed overtly would necessary, bumping off elected presidents. The assassination
galvanize all kinds of push-back. From its point of view the of John F. Kennedy is a most stinging case. This pattern of
Invisible Government has no choice but to operate through serial oligarchy – orchestrated by the Invisible Government
covert operations. The false flag operation is their ace card – must be recognized and replaced if humanity is to survive
when it comes to the big jobs: starting wars of aggression the current and growing multi-dimensional crisis.
for territorial gain, control and resource theft, while staging Notes:
coups to change governments.
1
“The Railroad Barons Are Back,” Thom Hartmann, http://www.
Paradoxically many members of the Invisible
commondreams.org/views02/1211-01.htm
Government are well-known. Examples include Dick 2. The New York Times, March 27, 1922.
Cheney and Henry Kissinger. Kissinger was a master
***
plotter in the 1973 coup that removed the democratically- Barrie Zwicker is the author of Towers of Deception: The
elected Allende government of Chile. It is the exercise of Media Cover-Up of 9/11 and is working on his next book,
such powers behind the scenes that justifies describing False Flag Operations: History’s Deadliest Deceits and Why
such men – and a few women – as invisible. And most They Matter. He is also a long-time Contributing Editor to
members of the Invisible Government – such as most of Global Outlook. All rights reserved. Copyright belongs to
the elite bankers – normally maintain profiles low enough the author.
■
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What Organizations Comprise It?
Here are a few of their numerous organizations

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is the most influential foreignpolicy think tank in America, if not the world. Its sister organization in Britain is Chatham
House, formally known as the Royal Institute of International Affairs, based in London.
Chairman Emeritus is Peter G. Peterson and Honorary Chairman is David Rockefeller.
Members include past Presidents Bill Clinton, George Bush Sr., Jimmy Carter, Gerald R.
Ford, Richard Nixon, Dwight Eisenhower and Herbert Hoover.
The late Carroll Quigley (President Bill Clinton’s mentor), who was Professor of History
at Georgetown University and member of the CFR, stated in his book, Tragedy and Hope:
“The CFR is the American Branch of a society which originated in England, and which
believes that national boundaries should be obliterated and a one-world rule established.” The CFR, founded in 1921, is located in
Rear Admiral Chester Ward, a former member of the CFR for 16 years, warned the Harold Pratt House on Park Avenue, NYC
American people of the organization’s intentions: “The most powerful clique in theses elitist groups have one objective in common – they
want to bring about the surrender of the sovereignty of the national independence of the United States. A second clique of international
members in the CFR comprises the Wall Street international bankers and their key agents. Primarily, they want the world banking monopoly
from whatever power ends up in the control of global government.” The current president of the CFR is Richard Haass.
The Trilateral Commission is a private organization, established to foster closer
cooperation between the United States, Europe and Japan. It was co-founded in July 1973 by
David Rockefeller who was Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations at that time and Zbigniew
Brzezinski foreign policy advisor in 1968 to presidential hopeful Hubert Humphrey. Members
include: Joseph Nye Jr., Paul Volker, Henry Kissinger, John D. Rockefeller, Alan Greenspan, Bill
Clinton and Jimmy Carter, representing the very elite of finance, industry and government.
Today it consists of approximately 300–350 private citizens from Europe, the Asia-Pacific
region and North America. It exists to promote closer political and economic cooperation between
these areas, which are the primary industrial regions in the world.
Sen. Barry Goldwater wrote in his book With No Apologies: “In my view, the Trilateral
Commission represents a skillful, coordinated effort to seize control and consolidate the four centers
of power: political, monetary, intellectual, and ecclesiastical. ... What the Trilateralists truly intend
is the creation of a worldwide economic power superior to the political governments of the nationHome of the Trilateral Commission
states involved. They believe the abundant materialism they propose to create will overwhelm
founded in 1973
existing differences. As managers and creators of the system, they will rule the future.”
The Bilderberg Group is an unofficial, annual, invitation-only conference of around
130 guests, most of whom are persons of influence in the fields of politics, business, and
banking mainly from the US and Western Europe. The group meets annually at luxury hotels
or resorts throughout the world – normally in Europe, and once every four years in the US or
Canada. According to the club rules, the members agree not to disclose anything discussed.
Because of its secrecy and refusal to issue news releases, the group is frequently accused
of secretly attempting to decide the fate of the world.
The 2009 conference took place from May 14-17 in Vouliagmeni, Greece. Participants
included: David Rockefeller, Chair of President Obama’s Economic Recovery Advisory
Board Paul Volker, US Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, US National Economic Council
Hotel de Bilderberg, Oosterbeek,
Director Lawrence Summers, World Bank President Robert Zoellick, European Commission
the Netherlands. Scene of the first
head José Manuel Barroso, Queen Sofia of Spain, Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands,
Bilderberg Conference in 1954
NATO’s Secretary General and editor-in-chief of The Economist John Micklethwait.
According to veteran investigative journalist and author Daniel Estulin (www.Bilderbergbook.com) who received a leaked 73-page
meeting wrap-up for participants, it looks as if the Bilderbergers are planning the economic meltdown we are currently witnessing, but
they can’t decide whether to oversee a long period of economic stagnation or to quickly sink the economy with a rapid depression: “The
hardliners, led by people like Kissinger, are for dramatic decline and a severe, short-term depression” to achieve their goals.
~ Source unless otherwise stated: Wikipedia. ~ Staff Report. All rights reserved. Copyright belongs to Global Outlook. ■
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Some Members of the Invisible Government
Although many members of the Invisible Government are hidden from public view, the
seven conspirators shown here are prominent visible members of the Global Elites who are
secretly trying to consolidate the ongoing plans for a New World Order.
THE EDITORS

T

hese seven men (and many other invisible
powerful elites working behind-the-scenes), are
trying diligently to build a new global system.
It would be composed of puppet nation-states, ruled by an
oligarchy, using a one-world currency controlled by a private
monopoly of bankers. What little there is left of democracy
would be crushed, as would the last remaining human rights
and civil liberties. All this is proposed in the name of gaining
‘peace and security.’ However, their version of ‘peace and
security’ means keeping an eye on everyone and everything,
everywhere, and at all times. Those who don’t cooperate will
be labeled ‘terrorists’ and dealt with.
This is not some conspiracy theory. Increasingly, the
concept of “New World Order” is being used by world leaders
as the solution to our economic and political problems (ones
we the editors of Global Outlook believe they deliberately
created in the first place).
For example, at the April 2009 G-20 meeting in London,
one newspaper headline read: “Obama Hails the New World
Order.”1
Gordon Brown, The British
Prime Minister who hosted the
G-20 Summit came right out and
said it: “Today’s decisions, of
course, will not immediately solve
the crisis. But we have begun the
process by which it will be solved.
I think a New World Order is
Gordon Brown
emerging with the foundation of a
new progressive era of international cooperation.”2
One of his cabinet ministers added ... “A new world
financial order has been born, almost by accident, because
of this crisis.”3
Robert Zoellick, President of the World Bank was
also in attendance. Zoellick is not only a member of the CFR,
and the Trilateral Commission, but he attended the annual
invitation-only conferences of the Bilderberg Group in 1991,
2003, 2006 and 2007. At the G-20, he described his thoughts:
“If leaders are serious about
creating new global responsibilities or governance, let them
start by modernizing multilateralism to empower the WTO, the
IMF, and the World Bank Group
to monitor national policies.”4
There’s no question Mr.
Robert Zoellick
Zoellick was talking about
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taking some significant steps toward world government by
increasing the powers of the major international financial
institutions (IFIs). But the question is whether this form
of world government would be totalitarian or democratic.
In other words, who would be the ones imposing those
regulations on sovereign nations?
As one esteemed group of federalists said back in the
early 40s:
“If totalitarianism wins this conflict, the world will
be ruled by tyrants, and individuals will be slaves. If
democracy wins, the nations of the earth will be united in a
commonwealth of free peoples ...”5
The term “New World Order” was first used by Woodrow
Wilson just after World War I in reference to the League of
Nations. Nowadays, the phrase usually refers to a totalitarian
system of world governance run by a powerful, yet secretive
group similar to the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral
Commission or the Bilderberg Group (defined earlier on p. 9).
***

How the Invisible Government Architects Define
“New World Order”
George H.W. Bush, 41st
President of the United States and
former Director of the CIA reintroduced the term after the Cold War
in a 1990 address to Congress entitled,
“Toward a New World Order:”
“[The war in Iraq is] a rare opportunity to move toward an historic period of
cooperation. Out of these troubled times George H.W. Bush
... a New World Order can emerge.”6
He explained it further: “It is a big idea, a New World
Order, where diverse nations are drawn together in common
cause to achieve the universal aspirations of mankind: peace
and security, freedom and the rule of Law. ... The world can,
therefore, seize this opportunity to fulfill the long-held promise
of a New World Order, where brutality will go unrewarded
and aggression will meet collective resistance.”7
The wolf’s agenda was presented here in sheep’s
clothing. Bush’s own brutality and aggression in launching
the First Gulf War on Iraq two weeks prior to that speech
were not questioned, despite the outright lies and deceptions
he used to justify it. (For details see p. 48.)
Shortly after that, in 1992, Bush said to the General
Assembly of the UN, “It is the sacred principles enshrined
in the United Nations charter to which the American people
will henceforth pledge their allegiance.”8
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… and What They Say About Their New World Order
Henry
Kissinger, former
Secretary of State under Presidents
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, and
CIA Director George Bush’s key man
behind the CIA-led coup in Chile
(September 11, 1973) described how it
would be accomplished:
“Today Americans would be
outraged if UN troops entered Los
Angeles to restore order; tomorrow they
Henry Kissinger
will be grateful! This is especially true if
they were told there was an outside threat from beyond whether
real or promulgated, that threatened our very existence. It is
then that all peoples of the world will pledge with world leaders
to deliver them from this evil. The one thing every man fears
is the unknown. When presented with this scenario, individual
rights will be willingly relinquished for the guarantee of their
well-being granted to them by their world government.”9
David Rockefeller, banker, statesman and Globalist gave his thanks to the
mainstream media for their support in
helping build the New World Order in
1991:
“We are grateful to the Washington
Post, The New York Times, TIME Magazine
and other great publications whose
directors have attended our meetings and
respected their promises of discretion for David Rockefeller
almost forty years. It would have been impossible for us to
develop our plan for the world if we had been subject to the
bright lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is
now much more sophisticated and prepared to march towards
a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an
intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the
national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”10
Ominously, he predicted, “We are on the verge of a
global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis
and the nations will accept the New World Order.”11
Zbigniew Brzezinski was National Security Advisor
under President Jimmy Carter, co-founder of the Trilateral
Commission and is the author of The Grand Chessboard.
When asked about the future
of regionalization of the world,
he is widely quoted as saying:
“This regionalization is in
keeping with the Tri-Lateral
Plan which calls for a gradual
convergence of East and West,
Zbigniew Brzezinski
ultimately leading toward the
goal of one-world government. National sovereignty is no
longer a viable concept.” He is currently a foreign policy
advisor to President Barack Obama.
Global Outlook™

Baron Jacob Rothschild,
the head of the Rothschild Family is
a descendent of the famous Mayer
Amschel Rothschild (1744-1812),
who established a worldwide
banking and finance empire and is
well known for his remark: “Let
me issue and control a nation’s
money and I care not who writes its Baron Jacob Rothschild
laws.” His offspring have become
fabulously wealthy as bankers to rulers and a hidden force
behind most major political events of the last two centuries.
The Rothschilds rarely appear in public. Their web presence is carefully laundered. But a rare peek behind the curtain
was given on September 23, 2002 when billionaire investor
Warren Buffett escorted and introduced American actor Arnold Schwartzenegger to trillionaire Lord Jacob Rothschild,
at the Rothschild estate of Waddesdon Manor, Buckinghamshire, England. Schwartzenegger was subsequently elected
Governor of California on October 7, 2003.12
This is how the Invisible Government cultivates and
selects future leaders who, in turn, are then obliged to those
who elevate them, rather than to those who elect them.
***
We, at Global Outlook, believe the conspiratorially
developing totalitarian New World Order would be a disaster
for the world community and we support all democratic
efforts to expose it and to stop it. Our common future should
not be decided behind closed doors by people that need to
be protected by armed guards. Instead, we advocate a future
that will be positive, just, and life-affirming for all Planet
Earth’s inhabitants.

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

G-20 Summit meeting in London, April 2, 2009 as reported by The Independent April 3, 2009, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/
politics/obama-hails-the-new-world-order-1661088.html.
The Sun, April 3, 2009, http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/
article2358332.ece.
See The Independent, in Footnote #1 above.
“World Bank President Admits Agenda for Global Government”
http://www.prisonplanet.com/world-bank-president-admits-agendafor-global-government.html.
The Declaration of the Federation of the World, produced by the
Congress on World Federation, adopted by the Legislatures of North
Carolina (1941), New Jersey (1942), Pennsylvania (1943), and
possibly other states.
Address to Congress, September 11, 1990.
State of the Union Address, January 29, 1991. (Emphasis added.)
Speech to the UN, February 1, 1992.
Address to the Bilderberger meeting, Evian France, May 21, 1992.
Bilderberg meeting, Baden-Baden, Germany June, 1991.
Speech at the UN, Sept. 14, 1994.
http://newsmine.org/content.php?ol=cabal-elite/families/rothschilds/
buffet-arnold-rothschild.jpg (also the same url with suffix = .txt).

***
~ The Editors of Global Outlook. All rights reserved.
Copyright belongs to the authors.
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Publisher’s Note ~ Ian Woods

Writing the Wrongs
BY IAN WOODS

T

he main reason why I started publishing Global
Outlook was to write about the wrongs of 9/11. It
was a huge hoax that had to be exposed. Others
agreed. Barrie Zwicker and Terry Burrows became our
Contributing Editors. Jennifer Kueneman and Lea Gilboe
became our Executive Assistants. Here we are eight years
later with this 296-page ‘blockbuster’ issue thanks in no
small part to some very generous donors who kept us alive.
Global Outlook is a magazine like no other: no advertising
whatsoever in the first 270 pages of the magazine; each article
formatted so that readers can photocopy them easily without
having to cut and paste tail ends; no compromises made with
advertisers about content. We say whatever we need to say,
do whatever we want to do, in order to get the truth out.
We have a loyal following of subscribers and customers who
urge us to press on, despite the odds. So we carry on writing
about the wrongs.
I have watched the movie Gandhi a dozen times or so,
even downloaded the transcript of the movie off the web to
read. I believe he was a truly remarkable patriot. It takes
quite a mind to overthrow an empire, especially the British
Empire, and he did it. I was inspired by his saying that you
needed a paper to unite a movement. So whenever I had my
doubts about Global Outlook, I thought about Gandhi and
how he used his newspaper to unite the Free India Movement
which became a catalyst for liberating India.
Thomas Paine was another hero I learned from. What
I love about Paine was that he and his fellow patriots also
threw off the so-called, invincible British Empire. Without
Paine, the American Revolution may not have happened.
We hear a lot about Benjamin Franklin, George Washington,
John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Alexander
Hamilton and Patrick Henry. But you don’t hear a lot about
Thomas Paine. He was the man that tilled the fields and
planted the seeds of discontent in the minds of the American
colonists, so that when push came to shove, the majority of
the fence-sitters jumped off on
the right side of the fence to
support the revolutionaries.
Thomas Paine was an Englishman who hated the British
system and fled to America to
seek a new life. When he got
there, he had letters of introduction from Benjamin Franklin
for a job at a printing company
where he worked the presses
and eventually the copy. In his
Patriot Mahatma Gandhi
free time, he went to the pubs
(1869 - 1948)
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and drank in the company of
the American colonists who
were full of complaints about
the British Empire. Paine began to write about these gripes
in a series of pamphlets, the
13th of which was called Common Sense.
In the days of the flatbed
press and distribution only by
ship, horse and buggy or by
hand, to sell 150,000 copies
Patriot Thomas Paine
or more was phenomenal. So,
(1737 - 1809)
in 1776, during the turbulent
days of the rising discontent, Common Sense became the bible
of the revolutionaries, spelling out in simple language all the
good reasons why the colonists should throw off British rule:
Why should a tiny island in the North Sea rule a huge continent
100 times its size? Why should the British tax the hell out of the
settlers when offering nothing in return, except Redcoats?
It all became clear after the first shots were fired at
Lexington. All the colonists who had read or heard of
Common Sense knew on which side of the battle they were
going to fight.
Without that kind of support, I don’t think the founding
fathers could have pulled off the American Revolution.
That’s why I admire Thomas Paine as one of the greatest, but
least known, patriots of the last three centuries.
My hope with Global Outlook has been, from the outset, to
expose the official story of 9/11 as a huge lie. It was (and is) a
false flag operation perpetrated upon us by greedy psychopaths
whom we call the Invisible Government (or Global Elites) who
are pushing their so-called New World Order.
Thomas Paine and Mahatma Gandhi brought the ‘real
facts’ (as Abraham Lincoln called them) to the colonists of
America and the people of India, respectively. As a result, those
informed changed the course of history by throwing off British
Rule. We want to do the same thing, but instead by throwing
off the covert rule of the Invisible Government and reversing
their drive towards a totalitarian world government.
I encourage all who read this issue to give it to those
who do not yet recognize the existence of the Invisible
Government, the New World Order, false flag operations and
9/11 Truth – that is, to the skeptics or fence-sitters amongst
us – as they are the ones who need to be convinced, so we
can reach a critical mass of opposition.
When a majority of us believes the truth about these
things, we will be able to rewrite history and set the planet
back on course to fulfill its potential. Then we’ll see all the
cockroaches scurrying for cover and the true patriots dancing
in the streets.
■

Thinkers think
and talkers talk. Patriots ACT.
info@GlobalOutlook.ca
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NYC CAN: A Ballot Initiative
For a New 9/11 Investigation!

D

Over 67,000 New York City voters have signed a petition “to create and fund a
NYC Independent Commission with subpoena power to conduct a comprehensive
and fact-driven investigation of all relevant aspects of the tragic events of
September 11, 2001.”

BY TED WALTER (July 4, 2009)

A

truly historic and unprecedented campaign
to establish a new, independent, impartial
investigation of 9/11 is taking place in New York
City. This public referendum drive, sponsored by the New
York City Coalition for Accountability Now (NYC CAN), will
enable the voters of New York City to create a thorough and
comprehensive investigation that will follow the evidence
wherever it may lead. Given the well-documented omissions
and distortions of the federally sponsored 9/11 Commission
– and its declared unwillingness to hold any individual or
agency accountable for the government’s failure to protect its
citizens on the morning of September 11, 2001 – the voters
of New York City are now petitioning their local government
for the formation of a new investigative Commission.
Just recently, a milestone was reached on June 24, 2009.
NYC CAN submitted 52,000 signatures of registered NYC
voters to City Hall – 22,000 above the minimum requirement
of 30,000 needed to submit a referendum to New York City
Council for its placement on the November 3, 2009 municipal
election ballot. Moving forward, NYC CAN aims to collect
80,000 signatures by the September 3, 2009 deadline,
surpassing the number of signatures needed to override City
Council’s possible veto of having the referendum placed
on the ballot. If we can achieve that number by then, the
referendum is virtually guaranteed to be on the November 3rd
ballot. Millions of New Yorkers will attend the polls on that
day to vote in the mayoralty race and several City Council
races. A vote in favor of the referendum will be received as an
overwhelming and decisive mandate for the formation of an
independent, impartial, subpoena-powered Commission.
Upon placement on the 2009 ballot and passage by the
voters of New York City, the petition will amend the New
York City Charter, and therefore, will have the force of law
behind it. The new Commission will have the authority to put
witnesses under oath and will have subpoena power. As with
any legally recognized investigation, if a witness lies to the
Commission under oath, he or she will be guilty of perjury.
If it is discovered that crimes have been committed, a special
prosecutor can then be appointed to render indictments.
Finally, this Commission will issue a report detailing the
findings of its rigorous, evidence-based investigation.
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The commission could investigate the environmental
disaster caused by the attacks and the subsequent false
statement by EPA Director Christie Todd Whitman which
caused harm that will be felt for decades. The Commission
also intends to pursue remedies to alleviate hardships faced
by First Responders, local residents and employees in the
area of Ground Zero who have suffered terrible health effects
and financial loss as a consequence of their exposure to the
toxic dust that blanketed that area of Lower Manhattan.
The NYC CAN petition proposes eight highly
respected individuals, all of whom have agreed to serve as
Commissioners, and by majority vote they will elect other
individuals to fill the remaining seven positions on the
Commission.
The eight appointed Commissioners are as follows:
Dr. William Pepper, Attorney, Author of An Act of State
Lorie Van Auken, 9/11 widow and Representative of the
9/11 Families
Lincoln Chafee, former Senator from Rhode Island
Mike Gravel, former Democratic Senator from Alaska
Thomas Gumbleton, Roman Catholic Bishop
Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14 Astronaut
Ralph Schoenman, Political Scientist
Ed Asner, Actor, fmr. President of the Screen Actors Guild.
Working with an investigative staff, the commissioners
will call on experts, whistleblowers, and first-hand witnesses
to gather a comprehensive body of evidence. The investigation
will culminate in a full report detailing its findings.
NYC CAN is comprised of and supported by many
of those whose lives were most directly affected by 9/11.
Currently, NYC CAN’s Executive Council consists of 9/11
Family Members Donna Marsh O’Connor, Bob McIlvaine
and Jean Canavan, First Responder Edith Beaujon, and
Survivors Janette MacKinlay and William Rodriguez.
Together, the Executive Council members are reaching
out to other members of their respective communities to
gain support from what will eventually be thousands of 9/11
Family Members, First Responders and Survivors.

Why a Ballot Initiative?

A ballot initiative is based on the most fundamental principles of democracy, the opportunity for citizens to petition
their government to enact new policy and legislation. A large
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by Ted Walter

WORD
percentage of the voting public does not realize that, in addition to voting candidates into public office, their rights as
voters extend to proposing and passing laws by way of public
referendum. Collecting enough signatures of registered voters
to place a referendum on the local ballot can allow citizens to
directly affect the course of political events when they feel an
issue is not being addressed by their elected representatives.
Succeeding with any ballot initiative is a complex
political process requiring the involvement of citizens,
a variety of organizations, and interfacing with the local
political and legislative apparatus. NYC CAN has determined
that for an independent investigation to materialize, it must
collect a grand total of 75,000 signatures, and it must
mobilize hundreds of volunteers and create alliances with

BY LES JAMIESON

dozens of organizations towards informing millions of New
Yorkers about the power they have to realize their wish for
an impartial investigation of 9/11. After all, in the wake
of the 9/11 Commission’s failed investigation, a 2004
Zogby poll found that 66% of New Yorkers want a new
investigation. NYC CAN strives to empower the two-thirds
of New Yorkers who believe that countless questions about
9/11 remain unanswered to this day.
NYC CAN puts forth no conclusions about the events
of 9/11. The petition is predicated upon the belief that an
independent, impartial investigation has yet to take place.
The 9/11 Commission’s own bipartisan Chairmen, Governor
Thomas Kean and Representative Lee Hamilton, have stated
the Commission was, “set up to fail.” The 9/11 Family Steering

The Journey to 35,000 from the Eyes of a Petitioner

T

he journey to 35,000 signatures as of April 26, 2009 has been remarkable and uplifting. A dedicated group of individuals has given
countless hours and withstood every kind of difficult condition. A handful of committed group members began collecting signatures
in the cold of winter as far back as February 2008. Gradually, more joined the effort. Many people even petitioned on their own and mailed
in the signatures they collected. We endured many challenges, tried various approaches, and tested several different locations.
We dealt with a whole range of reactions from indifference to appreciation. Perhaps the two most frequent reactions of people
who do not immediately agree to sign the petition are, “Why do we need a new investigation?” and “9/11 is old news. We need to move
on.” [See ps. 176-177, FAQs #1 & #13 for some answers.] We operated with limited funding, yet, a core group remained steadfast in
the belief that this was a campaign whose time had come. It is indeed the culmination of nearly eight years of research and activism by
hundreds of thousands of people around the world who question the findings of the 9/11 Commission.
Despite seemingly insurmountable obstacles and doubts from those who believed we could not succeed, just enough volunteers
were driven to do whatever was necessary to bring about an independent, impartial investigation. Supporters came from New Jersey,
Hartford, Boston, and Western Massachusetts to join us in our petitioning effort.
Just as there were many challenges, there were also many reasons to have hope. We knew that if we kept working hard, at any
moment things could change for the better and the right people would be attracted to the campaign. Well, they did. Extraordinary people
came forth whose drive to establish a new investigation was indescribable. They understood that to accomplish something great, they
would have to be willing to operate beyond their comfort zone. They would have to be willing to talk to many thousands of strangers and
to respond with understanding and compassion to those who most opposed our mission. They knew that they would have to put in the
time and effort regardless of how bleak things may have looked, because there was no way to know when breakthroughs would happen
that would enable us to succeed. So we kept on.
By early summer we began to receive funding from sympathetic individuals attracted to the concrete opportunity a ballot initiative
presented to establish a new investigation. With some funding we were able to hire several skilled petitioners. With the excellent organizational
ability of a few key members, we had some days when we brought in over 1,000 signatures. This experience showed us what funding could
do. In late July 2008, we began counting signatures, which also required many hours of administrative work to check all the petitions, sort
and count them, and put them in binders. We were still unsure if we would reach the goal, but soon saw we had over 20,000 with more
coming in daily. Within a few weeks we got to 25,000, then 27,000. Within striking distance, we did what it took to reach 30,000. We hit our
initial goal by September 8 in time for the 7th Anniversary of September 11. On that solemn day, we held a very special Press Conference
with legal advisor William Pepper, former member of Congress Cynthia McKinney, family member Chris Burke and Pastor Frank Morales.
The months-long effort took so much out of all of us. But it was unquestionably worth it because of what NYC CAN represents to
so many around the world. We met many great people who recognized the need for a new 9/11 investigation and thanked us for doing
what nobody else here was willing to do. Many of these people were directly affected by 9/11. Either they had lost loved ones, lost their
job, or lost their health after having breathed the toxic air. These people were grateful and uplifted by the act of signing the petition and
promoting the initiative in whatever way they could.
Rejuvenated and re-energized by resting through winter months, we are now back on the streets. We collected 5,000 more
signatures in the last two weeks of April, pushing us over the milestone of 35,000 signatures. As remarkable as our journey has been,
we believe it is only the beginning.
– Les Jamieson, 9/11 Truth Activist, New York City
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Committee submitted 400 questions of which only 30% were
addressed. Many whistleblowers hoped to testify before the
9/11 Commission, but went unheard, while whistleblower
testimony from Sibel Edmonds and eyewitness testimony
from William Rodriguez was omitted altogether from the
final report. Esteemed author and researcher, Dr. David Ray
Griffin, identified 115 “omissions and distortions” in the
571-page 9/11 Commission Report. These all underscore the
need for a new investigation to take place in order to address
the still unanswered questions about why the events of 9/11
were able to transpire.

Moving Forward
Now that NYC CAN has eclipsed 67,000 signatures, it is
marching full steam ahead towards getting 80,000 signatures
by the end of August. NYC CAN’s ongoing success is the
tangible result of the hard work and dedication of hundreds
of thousands of people around the world. Thanks to their
commitment, determination, and ingenuity, 67,000 New
Yorkers have enthusiastically signed the petition. This would
not have happened without their efforts.
NYC CAN’s effectiveness at petitioning has progressed
to the point that our highly skilled, professional petitioners
collect nearly one signature for every dollar spent. NYC CAN
has built an impeccable signature gathering machine and the
funding is pouring in from all over the country. So it looks
like we will be able to collect the additional 13,000 signatures
by the deadline. If that is the case, then we can be guaranteed
that our question will be on the November 3 ballot. (Note
that by September 3, 2009, the New York City Council has to
complete their review of NYC CAN’s petition, at which point
the Board of Elections will be notified to put the referendum on
the November 3, 2009 ballot. ... Keep your fingers crossed!)
What can you do? From September 3 onwards, until
November 3 we will be canvassing all New York City
residents to vote YES for a new investigation into 9/11 in
the municipal election. We will need your help to persuade
eligible NYC residents to get out and vote in favor of our
resolution. There are many ways to do this: If you live in
New York, contact us for leaflets to hand out, rallies to attend
and just generally get the buzz out there about our issue.
If you live outside New York, you can donate money to
the printing of literature by going to our website: NYCCAN.
org/donate.php or emailing us at info@NYCCAN.org to get
the latest information to forward to your family and friends
who live in New York City so they know what’s happening
and the importance of this issue. If we stand together, united
as one, we will make history.
We may never get another opportunity. There is
no indication that the federal government or any local
governments will act to conduct an independent and impartial
investigation of 9/11. However, New York City CAN. The
vehicle is NYC CAN (.org).
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--------------- General Wording of the Petition --------------

NYC Initiative Petition to Amend NYC Charter

(Under § 37, New York Municipal Home Rule Law)
Petition to Create and Fund a NYC Independent
Commission with Subpoena Power to Conduct a
Comprehensive and Fact-Driven Investigation of All
Relevant Aspects of the Tragic Events of September 11,
2001 and Issue a Report. WHEREAS, many New York City
voters believe that there remain many unanswered questions
critical to establishing the truth about all relevant events
leading up to, during and subsequent to the tragic attacks
occurring on September 11, 2001 (“9/11”), and WHEREAS,
no prior investigation by any New York City agency or
any other governmental entity has resulted in the citizens
being provided with those critical answers or information
necessary to establish the truth about those tragic events,
and WHEREAS, New York City and its citizens, residents,
workers, homeowners and businesses have been injured far
greater than any other city or area in the United States.
I, the undersigned, do hereby state that I am a resident of
and a registered and qualified voter in New York City, that my
present place of residence is truly stated opposite my signature
hereto, and that I do hereby sign this Petition, as set forth
below and on the two additional pages, to enable the contents
of this Petition (or an approved summary) to be submitted to
the electors of New York City at a general election.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, the
day and year placed opposite my signature.
***
Ted Walter is serving as the Interim Executive Director of
NYC CAN until such a time as a 9/11 Family Member or
First Responder is appointed to represent the organization
in the months leading up to the November 3, 2009 election.
Visit www.NYCCAN.org to find out how many New York City
residents have signed the petition and to donate $25.00 (or
more) to support NYC CAN’s valiant efforts. Every dollar
you donate adds approximately one signature to the petition
or two dozen postcards to our on-street canvassers. Donate
today for a better tomorrow! All rights reserved. Copyright
belongs to the authors.
■

You can help by getting your friends in New York City to vote
YES – for a new investigation into 9/11 in the forthcoming
New York City Municipal Election, November 3, 2009.

“It’swww.GlobalOutlook.ca
not too late for the truth.”
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Did you enjoy the preview copy of Global Outlook Issue 13?
Would you like to read the entire issue?
If so, please visit www.GlobalOutlook.ca to
purchase your very own digital copy for only $5.00!
Global Outlook’s final Issue #13 is the conclusion to a series of
magazines focused on the truth and lies of 9/11. It documents how
many wars were started by state-sponsored terrorism in the form of
“false flag operations.” 55 historical examples are given, leading up to
9/11. The editors then delve into whether or not the economic meltdown
of 2008 was a false flag op, citing many similar historical patterns of
deceit. The issue concludes with a guide to surviving the global crisis,
by offering up several solutions including monetary reform and direct
democracy.
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Global Outlook’s blockbuster Summer 2007 Issue # 12
proves that there is mainstream MEDIA COVER-UP of
9/11 Truth. It’s a collection of 46 articles and transcripts
of television broadcasts from over a 17-month period
which are comprehensively critiqued by media critic
Barrie Zwicker. This magazine has 33 of the most
valuable reprints (and 13 excerpts) from 33 major
mainstream media sources and 13 television broadcasts
covering the 9/11 Truth movement (from Dec. 2005 to
May 2007). Reprints include the breakthrough article
310 pages
from TIME magazine which records their famous
quote on the 9/11 Truth movement: “This is not a fringe Published 2007
phenomenon. It is a mainstream political reality.” If you
are wondering why the public is brainwashed about
9/11, then you must read this!
Volume 1 of the “Greatest Crime of All
Time” series from Global Outlook is the
result of many years of collective efforts to
expose the truth and lies about 9/11. In it,
Global Outlook has pulled together all the
best articles from back issues #1 through
#10, from 80 different contributors, over
a four year period (2002-2005), into one
dynamic compendium. “This book will
open more than a few eyes, that’s for sure!
Let’s hope it gets into the right hands;”
says editor Ian Woods. Contributing
editors include author Barrie Zwicker and
9/11 researcher Terry Burrows. This is not
only a key reference manual for all 9/11
Truthers, but it is also a new tool that can
bring fence sitters into the movement.
It includes an analysis of 9/11 using
strategies employed by Sherlock Holmes.

256 pages
Published 2006

Modus Operandi: 9/11 by Hal
Sisson is a novel which explains
what may have really happened
on 9/11 in a unique comedy-driven drama featuring the modern
day adventures of such oddball
characters as Slippery Jack Danielson, Zack Zapata and Nick ‘the
Nostril’ D’Amous. Crossing paths
at the most unlikely moments,
they end up exposing the White
House lies about 9/11 and the
“war on terror.” A gripping, informative and sometimes humorous
account of how they may have
pulled it off.

Volume 2 of “The Greatest Crime of All
Time” series is a complete reprint of the
very popular Issue #11 which still stands
as one of the best over-all compendiums
of evidence to date proving 9/11 was an
inside job. Contributors include leading
9/11 Truth activists: David Ray Griffin,
Steven E. Jones, Dr. Bob Bowman, Alex
Jones, Peter Phillips, Webster G. Tarpley,
Gray Brechin, Kevin Barrett, Carol
Brouillet and Michael Meacher. It also
includes a complete 80-page transcript of
the foundational 2004 New York Citizens’
Commission on 9/11 not previously
published, which hears from Michael
C. Ruppert, Indira Singh, J.Michael
Springmann and many others.

